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Abstract

The rackless data center (RDC) is a novel network architecture that logically removes the rack boundary of traditional data centers and the inefficiencies that come with it. As modern applications generate more and more inter-rack traffic, the traditional architecture suffers from contention at the core, imbalanced bandwidth utilization across racks, and longer network paths. RDC addresses these limitations by enabling servers to logically move across the rack boundary at runtime. Our design achieves this by inserting circuit switches at the network edge between the ToR switches and the servers, and by reconfiguring the circuits to regroup servers across racks based on the traffic patterns. We have performed extensive evaluations of RDC both in a hardware testbed and packet-level simulations and show that RDC can speed up a 4:1 oversubscribed network by $1.78 \times \sim 3.9 \times$ for realistic applications and more than $10 \times$ in large-scale simulation; furthermore, RDC is up to $2.4 \times$ better in performance per watt than a conventional non-blocking network.

1 Introduction

The importance of the data center network (DCN) has led to a series of DCN architecture proposals [26, 43, 44, 53, 59, 62, 66, 74, 80, 82, 84–86, 96, 110, 118] over the past decade. Although these proposals have competing designs for the network core, the designs for the network edge are similar: servers organized in racks. The network core connects multiple racks, and each rack hosts tens of servers that are connected via a Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch. Standardized racks enable unified power supply and cooling, as well as significant space and cable savings. This rack-based topology and connectivity pattern is deeply ingrained in the design of existing DCN architectures.

While traffic within a rack experiences no congestion, traffic across racks often has to contend for bandwidth due to oversubscription in the network core. At the same time, traffic across racks is increasing in data center workloads [36, 37, 40, 99]. Firstly, more and more DCN traffic is escaping the rack boundary due to resource fragmentation [61], large-scale jobs [24], specific application placement constraints for fault tolerance [13], and service-based rack organization for operational convenience [99]—e.g., one rack may host storage servers, and another rack may host cache servers. Secondly, there is also an increasing amount of traffic that leaves the pod. For instance, a web-frontend cluster may need to retrieve data from a database cluster or submit jobs to a Hadoop cluster [99].

Thus, the need for efficient handling of cross-rack traffic has motivated numerous approaches; but they have one thing in common — they view the rack design (i.e., a ToR switch connecting tens of servers) as a given. Firstly, the non-blocking network and its alternatives [26, 62, 64, 65, 82, 109] aim to enlarge the capacity of the network core. However, due to the scaling limit of CMOS-based electrical packet switches [6, 33, 49, 50, 57, 91, 104, 105], building such a network while staying within the datacenter power budget is challenging [107]. Secondly, rack-level reconfigurable networks [53, 74, 80, 110, 118] add additional bandwidth between the most intensively communicating racks with extra cables, lasers, or antennas to relieve the bottleneck at the core. However, the performance improvement is constrained by the fact that the number of additional paths is usually limited. Thirdly, smarter job placement and execution strategies [39, 40, 45, 46, 71, 72, 87, 108, 116, 120] can also reduce the inter-rack traffic by arranging the jobs based on their traffic pattern. However, these placement solutions cannot perform well if traffic patterns fluctuate at runtime or if the application dictates placement and forces the traffic to be cross-rack.

This paper studies a complementary and little-explored point in the design space, which we call the rackless data center (RDC) architecture. It logically removes the fixed, topological rack boundaries while preserving the benefits of rack-based designs, e.g., organized power supply and cooling, and space efficiency. In RDC, servers are still mounted on physical racks, but they are not bound statically to any ToR switch. Rather, they can move logically from one ToR to another. Under the hood, this is achieved by the use of the circuit switches (CS), which can be dynamically reconfigured to form different connectivity patterns. In other words, servers remain immobile, but circuit changes may shift them to different topological locations. Therefore, this new architecture is not committed to any static configuration, so servers that heavily communicate with each other can be grouped on demand, and they can be regrouped as soon as the pattern changes again. Such dynamic server regrouping enabled by RDC leads to performance benefits in many common, real-world scenarios (details in §2).
We make the following contributions: 1) a novel architecture called RDC, which can be reconfigured to connect servers under different racks in the same logical locality group despite physical rack boundaries; 2) a low-latency RDC control plane and algorithms, which continuously optimize the RDC topology based on the traffic patterns; 3) a prototype of RDC in both testbed and simulation settings, demonstrating that RDC boosts the performance of a 4:1 oversubscribed network by $1.78 \times \sim 3.9 \times$ for realistic applications and more than $10 \times$ in large-scale simulation; furthermore, RDC is up to $2.4 \times$ better in performance per watt than a conventional non-blocking network.

## 2 Motivation

RDC is motivated by inefficiencies that stem from the inherent rack boundaries in today’s data centers. RDC enables dynamic topological reconfiguration to regroup servers, leading to improved performance for modern workloads. We propose to realize RDC using circuit switching technologies.

### 2.1 Rack sizes are inherently limited

Today’s DCNs are organized in physical racks as the basic unit. Communication within a rack is through a ToR switch and enjoys lower latency and higher throughput than that across racks. This rack boundary is stressed by a combination of two trends. First, applications are becoming data-intensive. DNN training, iterative machine learning, HPC, big data frameworks (MapReduce, Spark, HDFS) and many other workloads require extensive data communication. Second, the advent of domain-specific accelerators (GPUs, TPUs) and non-volatile memories (NVM) is further shifting the major bottleneck from computation to network IO. The convergence of these trends leads to the need to maximize rack-level performance as much as possible. Broadcom’s Tomahawk-4 64x400 Gbps—the fastest Ethernet switch ASIC commercially available on the market today [7]—only supports a rack boundary of tens of servers while maintaining maximum rack-level performance. A few years ago, the End-of-Row architecture was proposed as an alternative, where multiple racks of low port speed servers were connected to a high-radix edge switch to form a larger logical rack [1]. However, high-radix switching is not feasible at high port speeds: 400 Gbps ports are common today, and Ethernet standards are growing to terabit level. Therefore, in the foreseeable future, the physical rack boundaries of tens of servers are here to stay. New solutions are necessary to mitigate inter-rack-level bottlenecks.

### 2.2 Rack boundaries introduce bottlenecks

1. **Jobs fragmented across racks.** A job may spread across racks if rack resources are fragmented. This is partly because cluster schedulers assign resources to their own jobs locally [5, 11, 12]; also, dynamic job churns ensure that rack resources aren’t always neatly packed [60, 95]. Such resource fragmentation leads to heavy inter-rack traffic which contends for bandwidth due to oversubscription.

2. **Workloads with dynamic traffic patterns.** Many data-intensive applications (e.g., DNN training, HPC) consist of multiple stages, and each stage has a different yet predictable traffic pattern. For example, Distributed Matrix Multiplication (DMM) has broadcast (one-to-many) and shift (one-to-one) traffic patterns among different subsets of servers in every iteration (Fig. 8(e)). When these jobs coexist in a cluster, the overall combined traffic pattern will change dynamically and predictably. For such workloads, no static job allocation is sufficient to localize all the traffic patterns simultaneously.

3. **Applications with placement constraints.** Applications may intentionally spread their instances across racks to balance load [55] to reduce synchronized power consumption spikes [70], or to achieve fault tolerance [13]. For instance, to increase resilience, some distributed storage systems, like HDFS, require at least one replica to be placed on a different rack. These requirements result in placement constraints that are by design crossing rack boundaries.

4. **Imbalanced out-of-pod traffic.** In large datacenters, traffic patterns across racks are often skewed, and out-of-pod traffic demand for each rack is different. For example, only 7.3% of the traffic from the frontend servers is inter-pod, compared to 40.7% for the cache servers [41, 99]. Operationally, data centers tend to group servers based on their types [99]. So, the above heterogeneity of the out-of-pod traffic demand will make some racks’ uplinks highly congested (e.g., cache) while other racks still have unused bandwidth (e.g., frontend).

### 2.3 Facebook trace analysis: A case study

#### Methodology

We used a public dataset released by Facebook, which contains packet-level traces collected from their production data centers in a one-day period. The traces were collected from the “frontend”, “database”, and “Hadoop” clusters, sampled at a rate of 1:30 k, and each packet contains information about the source and destination servers [4]. To understand the benefits of removing rack boundaries, we simulate a rackless design by regrouping servers of different racks into “logical” racks using the algorithms presented in §3. We have two major findings.

#### Observation #1: Intensive inter-rack traffic

The first observation from the traces is that most of the traffic crosses rack boundaries in a pod. Fig. 1(a) shows the heatmap of traffic pattern inside a frontend pod with 74 racks, collected during a 2-minute interval. If a server in rack $i$ sends more traffic to another server in rack $j$, then the pixel $(i,j)$ in the heatmap will become darker. Intra-rack traffic appears on the diagonal (i.e., $i = j$). The scattered dots show that the traffic does not exhibit rack locality—in fact, 96.26% of the traffic in this heatmap is inter-rack but intra-pod. A similar trend exists for the database trace: 92.89% of traffic is inter-rack but intra-pod. Hadoop trace has more intra-rack traffic but still has 52.49% of traffic being inter-rack but intra-pod.

#### Implication #1: Regrouping servers improves locality

Fig.
1(b) shows the heatmap if servers are regrouped under different racks based on their communication intensity, simulating the desired effect of RDC. Here, most of the traffic is on the diagonal, and inter-rack traffic is reduced significantly to 38.4%. Assuming a 4:1 oversubscribed network, what used to be inter-rack traffic now enjoys 2.82x higher bandwidth. For the database and Hadoop traces, the inter-rack traffic ratios after regrouping are 28.4% and 41.6%, respectively.

**Observation #2: Out-of-pod traffic imbalance.** Another notable trend is the heavy imbalance of out-of-pod traffic. Fig. 1(c) sorts the racks based on the amount of out-of-pod traffic they sent (traffic trace: database) in a 20-min interval, where the X-axis is the rack ID, and the Y-axis is the (normalized) out-of-pod traffic volume. As we can see, the top 11 racks account for nearly 50% of the out-of-pod traffic, and almost half of the racks never sent traffic across pods. Therefore, some uplinks of ToR switches are heavily utilized, whereas other links are almost always idle. The load imbalance, defined as $\frac{\max(L_i)}{\text{avg}(L_i)}$, where $L_i$ is the amount of out-of-pod traffic from rack $i$, is as much as 4.17. We found qualitatively similar results on other traces.

**Implication #2: Grouping servers mitigates load imbalance.** Fig. 1(d) shows the results if servers can be regrouped. In the simulated RDC network, the inter-pod traffic is much more evenly load-balanced across racks, achieving a load imbalance of 1.14. Moreover, the aggregated bandwidth for the out-of-pod traffic increases to 1.79x of the previous bandwidth. This would make better use of the ToR uplinks and avoid congesting any particular link due to imbalance.

### 2.4 The Power of RDC

Driven by the application-level demand and trace-based analysis, we propose the concept of rackless data center (RDC), which logically removes the physical rack boundaries while maintaining the high-speed rack-level performance. In RDC, servers are mounted on the same “physical rack” sharing the power supply and cooling system but can be logically moved across the ToR switches. We call the new groups of servers served by the same ToR a “logical rack”. Fig. 2 illustrates the benefits of RDC due to server regrouping.

1. **Mitigate the effect of resource fragmentation.** RDC can reduce the effect of resource fragmentation by relocating the heavily communicating server groups under the same logical rack, thus reducing inter-rack traffic. RDC can completely localize smaller jobs that are possible to be packed within one logical rack, like the job on the left-hand side of Fig. 2(a). Even for bigger jobs that cannot be packed within one logical rack, RDC benefits them by (1) localizing as many traffic flows as possible to logical racks, like the job on the right-hand side of Fig. 2(a); and (2) minimizing overall inter-rack traffic from all jobs, leaving the core bandwidth to be shared by much fewer flows that must cross the rack boundaries.

2. **Optimize for dynamic traffic patterns.** The ability of dynamic server regrouping enabled by RDC can potentially optimize the applications with variable yet predictable traffic patterns. With such changing patterns as shown in Fig. 2(b), RDC is able to dynamically change the topology and minimize the inter-rack traffic for all patterns.

3. **Accommodate application placement constraints.** As shown in Fig. 2(c), application-level constraints can be accommodated by RDC while localizing traffic. For example, HDFS always requires at least one data block replica to be placed on a different rack. By regrouping the servers from different racks into one logical rack, RDC can place the replicas to a different physical rack but within the same “logical” rack, which provides higher bandwidth and also satisfies the replica placement policy of HDFS.

4. **Balance out-of-pod traffic.** RDC is able to regroup the servers according to their out-of-pod traffic demands and balance link utilization, hence relieving the bottleneck. In
Figure 3: RDC architecture overview. (a) is an example of the RDC network topology. Different numbers of circuit switches can be inserted at the edge between servers and ToR switches. Connectivities for aggregation switches (agg.) and core switches remain the same as in traditional Clos networks. (b) shows the original topology and an example reconfigured topology for a 2-CS RDC pod with 3 racks and 4 servers under each rack.

Fig. 2(d), the imbalance ratio has been decreased to 1 from 1.5 after the grouping is changed according to the out-of-pod traffic demand.

2.5 Realizing RDC

Circuit switches (CS) are widely used to provide reconfigurable connections among end points, which is a great fit for the server regrouping functionality of RDC that we discussed above. One realization of RDC is to connect all the servers and all the ToR switches within a pod with a single CS. Alternatively, RDC can also use multiple smaller port count CSes to form a distributed reconfigurable server-to-ToR fabric.

RDC can potentially leverage any kind of CS technologies, including optical and electrical circuit switches alike [104]. However, at high data rates, optical transceivers are the standard interfaces. Therefore, to make the realization long-term sustainable, we consider various optical circuit switching (OCS) technologies. Several OCS technologies are available today such as 3D/2D MEMS, AWGR, etc. Fundamentally, OCS does not perform packet-level processing and forwards the photon beams using mirror rotation, diffraction, etc., which leads to some inherent advantages such as a) agnostic to data-rate (or modulation format), b) negligible power consumption, c) negligible forwarding latency due to no buffering, and d) no need of transceivers at the OCS ports. Additionally, different OCS technologies can provide very fast switching. For example, 2D-MEMS-based OCSes provide microsecond switching [96]), AWGR switches with the latest tunable transceivers can provide nanosecond switching [33, 35, 48, 49, 58, 77]. Moreover, OCS are highly reliable [101] and, due to their simplicity, mostly free from firmware bugs and software misconfigurations.

3 The RDC Architecture

3.1 Connectivity structure

RDC changes the traditional multi-layer Clos topology [26, 62] by inserting one or more circuit switches (CS) at the edge layer between the servers and ToR switches, so that the server can be connected to different ToR switches through circuit reconfiguration. The aggregation and core layers of the network remain the same. Each circuit switch has some ports connected to every ToR switch within the pod to guarantee that the servers could be connected to any ToR switch. For the 1-CS RDC pod, the servers can be grouped without constraints, as long as the number of servers under each ToR switch is the same. If multiple circuit switches are used in one pod, the additional connectivity constraint is that not all the servers under one circuit switch can be connected to the same ToR. With such design, RDC maximizes the flexibility to permute the server-ToR connectivities, allowing the most intensively communicating servers to be localized under the same ToR and enjoy the line rate throughput.

Fig. 3(a) shows an example of the RDC pods. For a pod with m racks and n servers per rack, 2mn ports should be provided by all the circuit switches in total to link both servers and ToR switches. For instance, a 16-rack pod with 32 servers can be built with either 1 circuit switch with 1024 ports or \( k \) switches with \( \frac{1024}{k} \) ports each. Fig. 3(b) gives a detailed example of inserting multiple circuit switches and how to reconfigure for regrouping servers. For a pod with \( k \) circuit switches, \( \frac{n}{k} \) servers under each ToR are connected to one circuit switch, so that the original topology can keep every server under its own physical ToR switch.

Intuitively, if we increase the number of CSes, the design becomes more distributed which decouples it from a particular CS technology’s port count availability; while at the same time, the flexibility of moving servers across the ToRs is slightly reduced. To shed light on this trade-off, we perform trace-based analysis with varying numbers of CSes between the servers and ToR switches. To find a valid server regrouping, we formulate an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) which maximizes the traffic localization given the constraints arising from multiple CSes (more details in §4.3). For the analysis, we consider an RDC pod with 16 ToRs and 32 servers per ToR, having \( 4:1 \) oversubscription above the ToR level. We vary the number of CS from 1 to 8 and compare the performance with a static \( 4:1 \) oversubscribed network. Fig. 4 shows a boxplot of the flow completion times (FCT) of these architectures for flow-level Cache traffic trace generated from [99]. We observe that the potential benefit of RDC remains high...
across a wide range of CS configurations, which validates the efficacy of our distributed design.

3.2 The RDC Controller

Today’s data centers are constructed from modular pods [3, 14, 19, 22], where a pod typically hosts one type of service. RDC similarly views pods as basic units and uses a per-pod network controller that manages both packet switches and circuit switches within the pod. The controller reconfigures the network at timescales of seconds or longer depending on the traffic pattern. It has two operation modes: it can receive the traffic demands or commands from the applications directly in the proactive mode, or passively monitor the traffic statistics from packet switches in the reactive mode.

We illustrate the workflow for both modes in Fig. 5. The controller 1) first collects the traffic statistics by querying the flow counters on the ToRs, or passively receives the information from the applications; 2) determines the optimized topology with certain optimization goals (§4); 3) generates a set of new routes and pre-installs them on the packet switches; and 4) finally sends the circuit reconfiguration request to the circuit switch and simultaneously activates the new routing rules on packet switches. The first two steps serve as the RDC control plane (discussed later in §4), while the last two steps configure the data plane (discussed in §3.3). Note that only the final step would cause a small amount of disturbance due to the circuit reconfiguration delay.

3.3 Routing

In traditional DCNs, forwarding rules are aggregated based on IP prefixes. In RDC, such aggregation does not work as servers have no fixed locations. Instead, RDC uses per-pod flat IP addressing and exact matching rules on packet switches. Topology changes are captured by updating the routing rules. These rule updates are for intra-pod routing only, as routing mechanisms across pods remain unchanged.

In an RDC pod, each ToR has a flow table entry for every server IP in its rack, and a single default entry for other addresses outside the rack. Each ToR splits traffic to other racks equally across its uplinks using ECMP [69]. All agg. switches have the same forwarding table: one entry per destination IP. The flow entries on ToRs and agg. switches both need to be updated when topology changes. For ToRs, only the rules for downward traffic need to change; the default ECMP entry for upward traffic remains the same. Therefore, for an RDC pod with m racks and n servers per rack, a topology change could result in n rule updates on ToRs and m × n updates on agg. switches, which is on the order of hundreds to a thousand. Updating this number of rules on an OpenFlow switch could take 100ms to over 1s [68, 76]. Previous works have developed the two-phase commit method to reduce disruption during updates [81, 98], which first populates the switches with new routing rules and then flip the packet version at the ingress switches. However, such an approach cannot avoid packet loss in the transient state, like changing the packet version rule [81]. This is because updating the packet version rule at the ingress switch requires two rule changes—removing the old rule and installing the new rule—and therefore is not atomic. Our measurement on a Quanta T3048-LY2R OpenFlow switch shows the transient period could last for 0.5ms.

Instead of changing the packet version, in RDC a switch performs binary changes from VLAN tagging packets to not tagging them, and vice versa. The VLAN-tagged packets will match a group of rules with the VLAN tag as a match field, whereas the packets without VLAN tags will match a more general group of rules without VLAN IDs. In this way, adding and removing a single VLAN tag rule achieves the same goal as changing the packet version, but the operation is atomic and avoids packet loss (more details in §A.1.) We apply this update approach to both ToR and agg. switches but only tag or not tag packets on ToR switches. Tag flipping actions are only performed when the new forwarding rules have been populated network-wide. The VLAN tag flipping actions need to be executed at the same time across multiple ToRs; such network-wide changes can be performed using well-known SDN time synchronization [90] and consistent update [42, 73, 100] techniques, so that changes can be synchronized and take effect atomically.

3.4 Discussions

Reducing the path length: Besides the throughput benefits mentioned in §2, localizing the hosts under the same logical rack would effectively reduce the average path length (evaluated in §5.2), and thus reduce the network latency. Therefore, low-latency applications and disaggregated systems [56, 63, 92, 94, 103] may benefit from RDC’s design as well.

ToR failure handling: In a traditional data center, a ToR failure disconnects all servers in the rack. ToR failures are handled either by multi-homing servers to several other ToRs
[79, 83] or by replicating applications under multiple ToRs [113, 119]. But in RDC, servers are not tied to any particular ToR; servers under a failed ToR can be migrated to a healthy ToR. To host the relocated servers, we can reserve some “free” ports on each ToR for recovery or install a set of backup ToRs [112, 114]. Specifically, for an RDC pod with $m$ racks and $n$ servers per rack, we only need $\frac{n}{m}$ free ports per ToR (or $n$ ports overall) to recover from any single ToR failure, which incurs a low additional cost and complexity.

**CS failure handling:** In general, circuit switches are extremely reliable [102]. Commercial OCS products have more than 28.5 years of mean-time-between-failure (MTBF) and come with redundant control processors [2]. However, if a CS failure happens, only a small fraction of servers will be disconnected uniformly under each ToR of RDC, due to its connectivity structure. The most common failure mode for the CS is the power outage. To mitigate this, multiple redundant power supplies can be used for the CS [2]. For further protection, battery backups can be used—since the CS draws only tens of Watts, a battery backup already goes a long way.

### 4 RDC Control Algorithms

RDC has a general framework to support various topology optimization algorithms, working in two modes to collect the traffic demand matrix and compute the reconfiguration plan.

#### 4.1 Proactive-mode RDC

The proactive mode of RDC allows applications to explicitly call the RDC controller via RPC with two APIs: 1) **Traffic demand matrix** can be reported by the applications to request reconfigurations. Along with the demand matrix, RDC controller will request the application to specify one topology optimization algorithm from the algorithms described in §4.3 as well. After receiving the request, the RDC controller will calculate an optimal topology with a specified algorithm and conduct the reconfiguration accordingly. 2) **Raw configuration commands** can also be given directly from the applications. For this method, formatted data to describe the new circuit connections will be sent to the controller, so that the controller could bypass the calculation of the optimal topology and directly used the received configuration to initiate the reconfiguration. An additional benefit for applications to send raw configuration plans is that it enables network-aware job placement and scheduling since the applications know the future network requirements in advance.

There are several scenarios where applications can benefit from telegraphing their intent to the RDC controller: 1) In a case where applications intentionally spread their deployment across racks—e.g., for fault tolerance [40] or for reducing synchronized power consumption spikes [70]—inter-rack traffic patterns are unavoidable in traditional architectures. In RDC, however, such applications can request relevant servers to be grouped together logically. 2) The cluster applications may be allocated with resources from multiple racks due to fragmentation. By aggregating those fragmented resources to the same logical rack, RDC improves the bandwidth and reduces the average latency. 3) When applications have changing traffic patterns (e.g., distributed matrix multiplication (DMM) algorithms proceed in iterations with shifting traffic patterns), they can request reconfigurations before the next phase starts to ensure locality throughout the job. 4) Last but not least, RDC could rely on the out-of-pod traffic demands reported by applications to balance the load across different ToR uplinks.

We evaluate three different applications in §5.1 to show the performance of proactive-mode RDC, including HDFS, Memcached, and DMM.

#### 4.2 Reactive-mode RDC

The reactive mode of RDC does not require to modify application; it collects traffic statistics from the network in one epoch, and reconfigures the network with an optimized topology for the next, based on the statistics and one of the optimization algorithms from §4.3, specified by the network operators.

**Traffic statistics.** The RDC controller pulls flow counters from ToRs periodically. A flow counter associates the 5-tuple (13 bytes) of a flow to an 8-byte counter value and thus has 21 bytes in total. Switch memory constraint is traditionally the main concern of maintaining per-flow counters, but this constraint is loosening over the years as the switch SRAM size has been continuously growing. The most recent switch ASICs have 50-100MB of SRAM and can store millions of flow states [18, 88]. As recent DCN measurement works show that the number of concurrent flows per server is on the order of hundreds to a thousand [28, 99], each ToR in RDC would then need tens of thousands of flow counters assuming tens of servers per rack. For instance, assuming an RDC pod with 16 racks and 32 servers per rack, and a counter pulling period of 10s, the control channel bandwidth usage is roughly 8.6Mbps, which is low enough to be feasible.

**Demand estimation algorithm.** Previous works have shown that data center workloads demonstrate certain degrees of stability [38, 99], and RDC similarly relies on this stability to estimate the traffic demand based on historical data. But the observed traffic volumes on ToR switches are biased by the current topology, so it is important to estimate the true traffic demand, i.e., the traffic demand when flows are not bottlenecked by the network core. Mitigating such observation bias has been studied in previous work, Hedera [27], and we adopt a similar heuristic.

A flow could be bottlenecked either by the network or by the application itself. We call the first class of flows **elastic** and the second **non-elastic**, and RDC only considers elastic flows. The heuristic is to remove flows from the observed traffic matrix whose sizes are smaller than their fair share. The remaining flows are treated as elastic, and RDC calibrates for potential bias in the counters by computing their idealized bandwidth share (i.e., their bandwidth share if they are only bottlenecked by the host NICs’ capacity) as the es-
timed demand [27]. Hedera is an algorithm to calculate the max-min fair share rate of each flow within a network. It performs multiple iterations to firstly increase the flow capacities at the source (no greater than the source host capacity) and then decrease the exceeding capacities (sum of enlarged flow capacities subtracting the actual NIC capacity) on each destination host until the flows’ capacities converge. A simple demand estimation example that ends with only one iteration is shown in Fig. 6 (More details in §A.3). After convergence, the estimated flow demands are aggregated into a server-to-server traffic matrix for reconfiguration. The effectiveness of this demand estimation algorithm is evaluated in §5.4.

4.3 Topology optimization algorithms

RDC enables a range of topology optimization and reconfiguration algorithms.

1. Traffic localization algorithm reconfigures the network to localize inter-rack traffic, after obtaining the flow demands proactively or reactively. The objective of the localization algorithm is to minimize the traffic demands across the logical racks of the new topology. With this objective, the localization algorithm can be formulated as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem as described in §A.4. However, finding the optimal solution is NP-hard, so we provide heuristic alternatives with balanced graph partition [75] for 1-CS RDC and a simplified algorithm for multi-CS RDC discussed in §A.4. The heuristic algorithms can find a high-quality regrouping plan within tens of milliseconds as shown in Table 2.

2. Uplink load-balancing algorithm spreads out-of-pod traffic across ToR switches for load balancing, relieving the potential congestion on the over-subscribed uplinks. The objective for uplink load balancing (ULB) is to minimize the maximum out-of-pod traffic from one rack. We provide a formal problem formulation and faster heuristic algorithms in §A.2.

3. Mixed optimizations can be developed in RDC to localize the inter-rack traffic and balance the out-of-pod traffic at the same time, e.g., for a mix of workloads or applications. To satisfy this goal, the objective of this problem will be minimizing $\alpha T + \beta R$, where $T$ is the total inter-rack traffic demands within a pod, $R$ is the maximum volume of out-of-pod traffic across ToRs, and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the respective weights [40].

4. Scenario-specific optimizations allow applications or network operators to define their own optimization algorithms for regrouping the servers into logical racks. The applications are able to define their own objective function and add more application-specific constraints.

5 Implementation and Evaluation

We conduct comprehensive evaluations using testbed experiments and packet-level simulations. Our experiments focus on several dimensions: a) real-world applications of RDC to HDFS [10], Memcached [23], and MPI-based distributed matrix multiplication (DMM) [54] as use cases, b) packet-level simulations on the latency and throughput improvements at scale, c) packaging, power, and capital cost analysis, and d) microbenchmarks on RDC, including non-disruptive control loop latency.

Testbed. Our RDC prototype consists of 16 servers and 4 ToR switches in 4 logical racks, one agg. switch and one circuit switch; Fig. 7 illustrates our hardware testbed. The ToR switches are emulate on two 48-port Quanta T3048-LY2R switches. Each ToR switch has four downlinks connected to the servers, and one uplink to the agg. switch, forming an over-subscription ratio of 4:1. We can tune this ratio to emulate a non-blocking network by increasing the number of uplinks to 4. The agg. switch is a separate OpenFlow switch. The OCS is a 192-port Glimmerglass 3D-MEMS switch with a switching delay of 8.5 ms. This can also be replaced with other types of OCS. Each server has six 3.5 GHz dual-hyperthreaded CPU cores and 128 GB RAM, running TCP CUBIC on Linux 3.16.5. Most of our experimental results except the large-scale simulation in §5.2 are obtained on this testbed.

Packet-level simulator. In order to simulate a wider variety of experimental settings, we have developed a packet-level simulator based on htsim, which was used to evaluate MPTCP [97] and NDP [67]. This simulator has a full implementation of TCP flow control and congestion control algorithms and supports ECMP. We simulate a conservative circuit reconfiguration delay of 8.5 ms, which is what our testbed 3D-MEMS switch achieves. As discussed in §2.5, much faster circuit switching technologies exist [33, 48, 58, 86] that can further improve the performance of RDC. Note that only the circuit that is being reconfigured will experience a disruption; all other circuits continue to function. Packets in flight during reconfiguration will be dropped if they traverse the disrupted links, and unsent packets will be buffered at the servers. We simulate an RDC pod with 512 servers, 32 servers per rack,
and 16 racks overall. The 16 ToR switches are connected to a single agg. switch with tunable oversubscription ratios. Results in §5.2 are obtained via simulation.

5.1 Real-world applications

First, we show how RDC can improve the performance of real-world applications for each of its use cases.

**HDFS.** We set up an HDFS cluster with 16 datanodes across 4 racks and 1 namenode, with a replication factor of 3 and a block size of 256 MB. All data blocks are cached in the RAM disk to prevent the hard drive from being the bottleneck. The 16 clients initiated concurrent write requests to 16 HDFS files, respectively. According to the default HDFS data block placement policy, when writing a data block to a datanode, a replica of the block will be placed on the same rack of the original copy, and another replica is placed on a remote rack for resilience (Fig. 8(a)). Therefore, a write operation generates an intra-rack flow and an inter-rack flow.

HDFS can localize all the inter-rack traffic (for storing replicas) by using both proactive RDC and network-aware replica placements. Fig. 8(b) shows the performance gain with RDC and compares it with the non-blocking network (NBLK) and an advanced bandwidth-centric replica placement solution, Sinbad [45]). Sinbad keeps track of the paths and links to reach the replicas within the most recent period and assigns the next replica to the least-utilized paths in the recent period. Therefore, Sinbad does not reduce cross-rack traffic, but can relieve bottlenecks at network links by load balancing as shown in Fig. 8(a). Specifically, it detects traffic imbalance for transferring inter-rack replicas and aims to utilize all links roughly equally—i.e., each rack hosts one replica. In the results, we can see that Sinbad improves the total time for HDFS writes, but still underperforms the NBLK network. In contrast, RDC allows the HDFS to regroup servers directly. Moreover, with the new topology, HDFS could change the replica placement scheme to keep all traffic within the logical racks but satisfy fault-tolerance constraints at the same time, as shown in Fig. 8(a). HDFS with RDC achieves similar performance as the NBLK network, reducing the total time to 0.59× on average, compared to the original topology and
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Figure 8: Application performance improvements of RDC compared with the 4:1 oversubscribed network (4:1-o.s.), 4:1-o.s. network powered with Sinbad [45], or the non-blocking network (NBLK). (a) The HDFS write traffic pattern and the number of received blocks per rack. (b) The HDFS transfer time. (c)-(d) Memcached query throughput and latency. (e) The DMM traffic pattern. (f) Average shift time and broadcast time.

**Memcached.** We then configured Memcached [23] servers on two racks, and issued read/write requests from two other racks. This emulates the scenario where clients in one pod access cache servers in another pod. Our workload has a) 200 k key-value pairs uniformly distributed across 8 servers, b) a 99%/1% read/write ratio, and c) 512 byte keys and 10 KB values. We adopted a Zipfian query key distribution of skewness 0.99 similar to previous works [31, 93], which led to a load imbalance ratio of ~1.8 on the server racks.

By reallocating the servers with hot keys equally onto every ToR, RDC improves the query throughput by 1.78× on average and reduces the median latency to 0.48× as shown in Fig. 8(c)-(d). These improvements are close to what a non-blocking network could achieve. RDC also cuts the tail latency significantly, for which network congestion is a major cause [30, 117]. Since in the baseline setting, ToR uplink can easily get congested when several hot keys are coincidentally located in the same rack, even if the overall uplink utilization is low. In contrast, RDC can observe the traffic patterns due to the hot keys, and spread the servers hosting these keys to different racks. This reduces the peak uplink utilization.

**OpenMPI DMM.** We set up a 16-node OpenMPI cluster across 4 racks and implemented a commonly used DMM algorithm [54] with 64 processes. Matrices are divided into 64 blocks (submatrices). Each server has 4 processes to form an 8 × 8 process layout. Then in each iteration, it performs a “broadcast-shift-multiply” cycle where a process a) broadcasts submatrix row-wise, b) shifts submatrices column-wise, and
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Figure 9: Three different placements for DMM. A-P represent 16 servers and A-D, E-H, I-L, M-P belong to four physical racks separately.
Figure 10: Performance comparison with RDC. Group 0 shows that RDC delivers performance improvements by dynamically reconfiguring the network and achieves similar performance as NBLK; group 1 shows that RDC outperforms alternative designs by benefiting a higher amount of inter-rack traffic.

c) multiplies submatrices as shown in Fig. 8(e). We consider three placements for processes: 1) Fig. 9(a): places them row-wise (no cross-rack traffic for broadcast), 2) Fig. 9(b): places them column-wise (no cross-rack traffic for shift) and 3) Fig. 9(c): places them in a mixed manner, considering both broadcast and shift traffic across racks.

By dynamically configuring the topology for different phases during DMM, RDC shrinks the communication time as well as the end-to-end execution time. Fig. 8(f) shows that RDC improves the overall communication time for placements 1, 2, and 3 by $3 \times 9.9\times$, $2.3\times$, and $1.26\times$ respectively compared to a static 4:1 oversubscribed network, achieving almost the same performance with the NBLK network. Since the applications have evolving traffic patterns, no static process placement is consistently optimal. Out of the three placements, placement 3 jointly minimizes the cross rack traffic for both communication patterns in DMM, outperforming the other two strategies.

5.2 Performance at scale

Next, we evaluate the reactive RDC pods at the data center scale using the packet-level simulator. Our baselines are a) a static non-blocking network (NBLK), b) a static network with 4:1 oversubscription (4:1-o.s.), c) RDC with future traffic-demand information (Ideal RDC), d) a 4:1-o.s. network that applies RDC’s reconfiguration algorithm only once over the entire traffic trace (One-time RDC). e) a hybrid network—like C-Through [110] with 16 4:1/1:1 oversubscribed reconfigurable circuit ToR-pair links in addition to a 4:1-o.s. network, which is similar to Firefly [66], and ProjectToR [59] in terms of performance. f) a novel circuit-core network—RotorNet [86] with 4:1/1:1 oversubscribed ToR uplink bandwidth. Note C-through has the same circuit switching delay as RDC and buffers packets at ToRs during the circuit downtime.

We used the Cache, Web, and Hadoop traffic traces from Facebook. Since the original traces do not contain flow-level information, we generated flow-level traffic based on the sampled packet traces from [99]. Specifically, we inferred the source/destination servers of the flows from the trace, and simulated flow sizes and arrival times based on Figures 6 and 14 in the same Facebook paper. The Cache workload has an average flow size of 680 KB, with 87% being inter-rack. The Web workload has an average size of 63 KB with 96% inter-rack. For the Hadoop workload, the average size is 67.18 KB

Figure 11: RDC’s average circuit duty cycle is >99% even with frequent reconfigurations; RDC has an average path length 35% shorter than NBLK.

but only 60% is inter-rack traffic. All traffic traces last for 30s in the simulation, and RDC’s reconfiguration period is 1s. Fig. 10 shows the boxplot of flow completion times (FCT) for RDC and the baselines using the three traces. We observe that RDC reduces the median FCT by more than an order of magnitude compared to 4:1-o.s. network. Applying RDC’s traffic localization algorithm once can bring some improvements on the median FCT but not as significant as RDC and NBLK, since the traffic pattern changes during the simulation. We found that one root cause for the performance improvements is due to TCP dynamics—severe inter-rack congestion causes consecutive packet losses and TCP becomes very conservative in increasing its sending rate. More importantly, we observe that RDC with future knowledge of traffic demands performs consistently close to the non-blocking network, which again demonstrates the power of a rackless network. Without future knowledge, RDC can still achieve similar performance as NBLK with a slightly longer median FCT, because the cache workload is largely stable at the time scale of seconds, similar to that in the Database workload in the original traces. As for other solutions, C-Through’s average FCTs are at least $3.21\times$ higher than RDC. Because although C-Through adds extra inter-rack bandwidth, it is provisioned for only 16 ToR pairs. As the traffic traces that motivate our RDC design have more than 16 intensively communicating ToR pairs (see the heatmap in Fig: 1), C-Through falls short in relieving inter-rack congestion even after enlarging the bandwidths of 16 extra links. 4:1-o.s. RotorNet has the same total uplink bandwidth as RDC, but its performance is much worse than RDC. The non-blocking RotorNet is $2\times$ and $2.17\times$ slower than RDC on the Cache and Web traces; only for the Hadoop traces, it can reduce RDC’s average FCT to $0.576\times$. Since RotorNet provides a dedicated
link between each ToR pair, if the traffic is skewed between some ToR pairs, it cannot achieve the best performance. So only the Hadoop trace, which has only 60% inter-rack and is quite evenly distributed across different ToRs, enjoys better performance on non-blocking RotorNet.

Fig. 11(a) shows that the average number of servers being relocated in each epoch is different across traces. The duty cycle is an important metric in optical networks to represent the percentage of time that an optical link is up and available for transmission. Assuming one reconfiguration per second, the lowest circuit duty cycle of RDC is 99.2% in theory (details about downtime in §5.4); since not all servers will be relocated in practice, the average cycle duty for all transmissions can be as high as 99.83%. Fig. 11(b) shows the distribution of flow path lengths for RDC, C-Through, and NBLK. (Two C-Through settings have the same distribution; NBLK, 4:1-o.s., and RotorNet also have the same distribution.) An intra-rack flow has path length 2 in all networks; and an inter-rack flow has path length 4 in RDC, NBLK, and 4:1-o.s.; the path length could vary in C-Through—3 for the circuit path and 4 for the normal packet-switched path. Overall, RDC localizes more than 70% of the inter-rack traffic and achieves an average path length of 0.75× of C-Through and 0.65× of NBLK.

### 5.3 Packaging, power, and capital cost

**Packaging.** Fig. 12 shows the packaging design of an RDC pod, which is somewhat different from that of a traditional pod. RDC has a central switch rack dedicated to hosting ToRs, agg. switches, and OCSes. Server racks are connected to OCSes via fiber bundles to reduce wiring complexity. On the central rack, ToRs are connected to OCSes and agg. switches using short fibers and cables, respectively. Agg. switches provide similar connectivity to core switches outside the pod, just like in traditional data centers. To ensure that centralized switch placement has similar reliability as traditional switch placement, backup power supplies are employed. Similar to the existing modular data centers, RDC supports incremental expansion by adding RDC pods.

**Power and capital cost modeling.** We show that RDC is more economical by comparing the power and capital cost between RDC and NBLK, at 400 Gbps data rate. They both consist of the following types of networking components: a) 400 Gbps Ethernet port, b) 400 Gbps Optical transceiver, c) inter-rack duplex single-mode fiber (average length 10m), d) intra-rack duplex single-mode fiber (average length 3m), e) 400 Gbps Direct Attach Cables (average length 3m) and f) OCS port. NBLK network can use DAC to directly connect the server-ToR downlinks, while RDC needs fiber-optic cables along with optical transceivers both at the server and ToR ends to connect the OCSes in between.

We assume that RDC has an \( x_p : 1 \) oversubscription above the ToR level. Fig. 13 demonstrates a 4-pod RDC network (total 16 servers) with component-level details (where \( x_p = 2 \)) and shows the governing equations to find the component counts across the network. Based on our modeling, given the number of servers and pods are the same, the relative component count for RDC and NBLK network only depends on \( x_p \). Table 1 shows the recent power and cost values of different components along with their relative count for RDC and NBLK network (400 Gbps). On one hand, the power consumption values of the network components are fundamental and well-documented in datasheets. On the other hand, the component cost can vary based on sales volume, and since we have no proprietary industry pricing figures, we do a "best-effort" calculation based on readily available retail pricing (in other words worst-case or no-discount pricing) for all components, so at least it is somewhat objective and unbiased. We consider \$400 to be the OCS per-port cost, the worst-case price adopted from a recently reported article from Microsoft [52]. Readers should be aware of the limitation of this pricing assumption and take the capital cost results for general guidance only.

As shown in the governing equations in Fig. 13, an \( x_p : 1 \) RDC network with \( s \) servers has \( \frac{s}{x_p} \) ToR downlink ports, \( \frac{s}{x_p} \) agg. switch downlink ports, \( \frac{s}{x_p} \) agg. uplink ports.
We use five different production traces i.e., Cache [99], Web (which would let 4:1-o.s. RDC has an equal performance per dollar than NBLK at 400 Gbps data rate), Hadoop [99], DCTCP [29] and VL2 [62]. For median FCT, RDC has 2.1-2.4× improvements in performance per watt compared to NBLK. RDC also significantly reduces power consumption of the network because it requires fewer power-hungry packet switches in the core. The optical circuit switch at the RDC edge consumes very little power since it only directs the incoming photon beams using mirror rotation or diffraction.

**Power efficiency.** A 4:1-o.s. RDC network consumes 2.29× less power than an NBLK network considering 400 Gbps data rate. RDC significantly improves the performance (median FCT) per watt compared to that of NBLK for diverse traffic patterns across different network loads, as shown in Fig. 14(a). We use five different production traces i.e., Cache [99], Web [99], Hadoop [99], DCTCP [29] and VL2 [62]. For median FCT, RDC has 2.1×−2.4× improvements in performance per watt compared to NBLK. RDC also significantly reduces the power consumption of the network because it requires fewer power-hungry packet switches in the core. The optical circuit switch at the RDC edge consumes very little power since it only directs the incoming photon beams using mirror rotation or diffraction.

**Capital cost.** We again emphasize that readers should take this “best-effort” cost analysis for general guidance only. A 4:1-o.s. RDC network costs 1.4× less than an NBLK network at 400 Gbps. Using the same five production traces, we observe that RDC has 1.3×−1.5× improvements in performance (median FCT) per dollar compared to NBLK, as shown in Fig. 14(b). We also estimate OCS per-port cost which would let 4:1-o.s. RDC has an equal performance per dollar as NBLK: it ranges from $1000-$1300.

### 5.4 RDC reconfigurations

To have a deeper understanding of RDC, we break down this analysis into the effectiveness study of the demand estimation algorithm, the non-disruptive control loop before the reconfiguration, and the hardware transient state during the reconfiguration.

**Effectiveness of demand estimation algorithm** To show the effectiveness of our demand estimation algorithm, we examine how our heuristic interacts with consecutive topology reconfigurations, by an in-depth study of traffic localization.

We use the same packet-level simulation as §5.2 to illustrate this demand estimation technique. For each simulation, RDC performs traffic localization and reconfigures the topology once every 10s according to the algorithm detailed in §4.3. The senders and receivers of elastic flows are determined based on a chosen traffic pattern, while non-elastic flows are generated with randomly chosen senders and receivers with a data rate < 10Mbps. The ratio between the number of non-elastic and elastic flows is 10:1. Besides the three trace-derived traffic patterns – Cache, Web, and Hadoop, we also test three synthetic traces as follows. Each traffic pattern remains the same throughout the simulation.

- **Random:** Each host $i$ sends a flow to one of the other hosts with uniform random probability;
- **Shuffle:** Each host $i$ sends to a set of 31 other hosts with indexes $(i + j * 16) \% \text{num\_hosts}$, $j \in [1..31]$;
- **Stride:** Each host $i$ sends a flow to another host with index $(i + 32) \% \text{num\_hosts}$.

Fig. 15 shows the average demand estimation errors over five consecutive reconfiguration epochs for all server pairs. We observe that while the initial demand estimation errors can be moderately high (10%), the errors decrease as the network reconfigures to adapt to the traffic pattern in subsequent epochs. In the first epoch, many elastic flows congest the oversubscribed network core. As a result, their flow counters can be small and they could be misidentified as non-elastic flows. However, as RDC adapts the topology to localize the identified elastic flows, fewer elastic flows are transmitted across racks, congestion in the network core is reduced, and thus more elastic flows are correctly identified. For example, because the elastic flows in the stride pattern are eventually all localized within racks, the demand estimation errors for these elastic flows drop to nearly zero. Therefore, we can see that the Hedera technique is well-suited to RDC—reconfiguring the topology to suit the traffic patterns helps improve the accuracy of demand estimates for the next epoch.

**Non-disruptive control loop.** Next, we evaluate the latency of the RDC control loop, which includes four components: 1) collecting flow counters, 2) estimating traffic demands, 3) computing new topologies, and 4) modifying forwarding rules. This latency will affect how fast RDC can respond to changing traffic patterns. Note that the reactive RDC uses all four components; for proactive RDC using traffic demand matrix,
AWGR and star-coupler-based OCSes are becoming popular which has the most number of changes. ToR switch. The number of forwarding rules to be installed is Table 2: Control loop latency breakdown (ms) for traffic localization (TL) and uplink load-balancing (ULB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Racks</th>
<th>TL</th>
<th>ULB</th>
<th>TL</th>
<th>ULB</th>
<th>TL</th>
<th>ULB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counter collection</td>
<td>Demand estimation</td>
<td>Rule installation</td>
<td>Proactive - Command</td>
<td>Proactive - Demand</td>
<td>Reactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

only steps 3 & 4 will be executed; for proactive RDC with direct configuration command, only the last step is required.

To obtain these results, we ran a set of experiments using different numbers of racks, with 32 servers per rack, using the traffic patterns from the Facebook traces. The ToR switches are connected to a single agg. switch. Since our testbed only has four ToR switches, we emulated more ToR switches using servers and ensured that each server has the same latency for collecting counters and installing routing rules as a physical ToR switch. The number of forwarding rules to be installed is bounded by 32 for the ToR switches and 32 × #racks for the agg. switch. And the number varies depending on the traffic patterns and may be different across switches. The overall rule installation delay is determined by the slowest switch, which has the most number of changes.

Table 2 breaks down the control loop latency for traffic localization (TL) and uplink load-balancing (ULB) use cases. Overall, reactive RDC’s non-disruptive control loop latency before reconfiguration is 612.6 ms for TL and 77.4 ms for ULB, which are on similar timescales with state-of-the-art traffic engineering techniques [38]. Whereas, proactive RDC can reduce this control loop delay to 147.6 ms and 70.6 ms respectively. Since RDC aims to reconfigure the network at large timescales (e.g., seconds or longer), this control loop is efficient enough to be practical. Note that all the above numbers are obtained with our own testbed. With the cutting-edge high-performance switch hardware [9, 16, 18], the latency can be further reduced to support more frequent reconfiguration.

Reconfiguration transient state. It is important to observe that a circuit reconfiguration in RDC happens only when needed, and for the vast majority of the time, circuits are continuously active. When a reconfiguration happens to a circuit, a transient disruption to that circuit does occur. For example, AWGR and star-coupler-based OCSes are becoming popular as tunable lasers with sub-nanosecond wavelength switching are being fabricated [33, 35, 48, 49, 58, 77]. Considering 400 Gbps link speed and 1 ns of switching delay, only 50 bytes of traffic will be buffered or dropped during the transient phase. Also, 2D-MEMS based OCSes are available, having a reconfiguration delay of few microseconds [96]. Even with a relatively slow OCS in our testbed, our experiments show that RDC provides large performance benefits.

6 Related Work

Various DCN proposals recognize the need for serving dynamic workloads and provision bandwidth on demand with reconfigurable topologies. It can be achieved by adding extra bandwidth to the network by creating ad hoc links at runtime [53, 74, 80, 110, 118], but they mostly focus on providing reconfigurable topology at the rack level, assuming skewed inter-rack traffic. RDC, however, alleviates the reliance on such an assumption and achieves higher performance without adding extra bandwidth. Another line of work constructs an all-connected flexible network core with a high capacity [32, 44, 84–86, 96], but they mostly focus on rack-level rather than edge reconfigurability. Flat-tree [115] is an architecture proposal with partial edge-level reconfigurability, which enables DC-wide reconfigurability by dynamically changing the topology between Clos [26] and random graph [106]. However, the topology modes are limited and only suitable for generally expected workload patterns, e.g., rack-, pod-, or DC-local. Our workshop paper [111] does not contain a detailed design, implementation, or evaluation.

Besides architectural solutions, there are also numerous works that improve flow performance by optimizing task placements. For instance, Sinbad [45] selectively chooses data transfer destinations to avoid network congestion; Shuffle-Watcher [25] attempts to localize the shuffle phase of MapReduce jobs to one or a few racks; Corral [72] jointly places input data and compute to reduce inter-rack traffic for recurring jobs. However, these works all have important drawbacks as they only optimize data transfer for one or two stages of job executions. As we noted before, the traffic pattern may change in different stages of a job’s lifetime. Also, there is a set of research projects that improve network performance at the upper layers in the stack. Optimized transport protocols (e.g., DCTCP [28], MPTCP [97]) and traffic engineering techniques (e.g., Hedera [27], MicroTE [38], Varys [47]) can improve flow performance for many applications.

7 Conclusion

The rackless data center (RDC) is a novel network architecture that logically removes the static rack boundaries, using circuit switching to achieve topological reconfigurability at the edge. In this architecture, servers in different physical racks can be grouped into the same locality group at runtime based on traffic patterns. By co-designing the network architecture and the control systems, RDC can benefit a wide range of realistic data center workloads. Our evaluations with testbed and simulation setups show that RDC leads to substantial performance benefits for real-world applications.
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A Appendix

This appendix includes more discussions and results.

A.1 The RDC 0/1 updates

Instead of changing packet version, in RDC a switch performs binary changes from VLAN tagging packets to not, and from not VLAN tagging packets to tagging. Assume packets are in VLAN tagging mode before the change and there is a single VLAN tagging rule at the ingress switch for all packets. We first install the new set of rules with lower priority that matches only on destination IPs, note that the more general matching rules always have lower priority. Then, we remove the VLAN tagging rule. The untagged packets in the transient state can immediately match against the new set of rules. Similarly, if packets are not in VLAN tagging mode before the update, we first install the new set of rules matches on both VLAN tag and destination IPs and then install a single VLAN tagging rule for all packets.

Fig. 16 illustrates the update mechanism in RDC, which we call 0/1 update. It uses an example of forwarding state updates on an OpenFlow ToR switch, which has 4 ports. Ports 1 and 2 are connected to servers, ports 3 and 4 are connected to the agg. switches. Packet versions are encoded in the VLAN tag. Before the update, packets are first matched against a VLAN table that tags packets with a VLAN ID. Those tagged packets are then matched against the old rules in the forwarding table. During the transient state of rule updating, packets become untagged and can thus immediately match against the new rules without being dropped. The instructions of the forwarding table direct packets to the group table where packets are either directly sent out via an output port or get load-balanced over multiple output ports using the select group type. Similarly, an update from the not-tagging mode to the tagging mode also causes no packet loss.

A.2 Use case: Uplink load-balancing

In §4, we have discussed four use cases for RDC. Among these, uplink load balancing is another reactive RDC algorithm. We discuss this use case in more detail, including the data collection, bias mitigation, and control algorithm. The proactive mode (Use case 3) is simply driven by applications, and the mixed optimization (Use case 4) is also case-specific, so we focus on the reactive algorithm for Use case 2.

Traffic data collection. RDC maintains flow counters on ToRs to monitor the amount of traffic that each server has sent outside the pod. We assume each RDC pod has a unique ID, e.g., an IP address prefix shared by all servers in the pod. Counters are only installed and updated for inter-pod traffic. This can be implemented in the switch using two separate flow tables. The first flow table matches on the destination IP prefix and has only one rule matching the switch’s own pod ID. If the first table misses, the second table then matches the 5-tuple and updates the associated counters. Otherwise, the packet skips the second table and goes to the forwarding table.

By default, a miss on the second table will not result in packet loss, but a go-to action to the rest of the switch pipeline, which avoids traffic disruption when the counter rules change.

Demand estimation. We use a similar technique to estimate the true demand of servers in bottlenecks assuming they fair-share the uplink bandwidth. The estimates are obtained by first aggregating the flow counters for each server and then scaling up the per-server demand to reach an aggregate uplink throughput as if the rack is not oversubscribed. We only apply this technique to racks that have been bottlenecked in the collection period to prevent Idle racks from being mistakenly treated as hot. This technique keeps the relative order of server traffic load but brings larger quantitative differences among servers, guiding our algorithm to compute better topologies.

Algorithm. For 1-CS RDC, we view the uplink load-balancing problem as a balanced graph partition problem; for multi-CS RDC, we use a heuristic algorithm to obtain the reconfiguration plan. The details of the above two algorithms are included in §A.4.

A.3 Hedera demand estimation algorithm

The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1. $M$ is the demand matrix, $H$ is the set of hosts in the network. $e_\bar{s}$ is the equal share rate of the flows, $d_T$ is the total demand for the destination, and $d_S$ is the demand limited by the sender. $f, rl$ is a flag for a receiver-limited flow, and $< src \rightarrow anydst >$ represents all the flows from the specific source host $src$ to any destination host.

A general explanation for this algorithm is expanding the flow demand at the source host with the fair share, and then reducing the demand of some flows according to the capacity of the destination hosts. In each iteration, one or more flows will converge. Eventually, all the flows will converge after multiple iterations [27].

A.4 Topology optimization algorithm details

1. Problem formulation. Assume that the number of racks in a pod is $m$, each rack has $n$ servers, and each pod has $k$ CS switches to reallocate the server. To keep a record of which server is connected to which ToR switch, we use another
Thus, among all the ports from each ToR are connected to every CS, which is a matrix $C^{mn}[m]$, if $C[i][j] = 1$, then server $i$ is connected to ToR $j$; the server and TOR are not connected if the value is 0. For a valid allocation of the servers, the first constraint is that one server should only be connected to one ToR:

$$\sum_{j=0}^{m-1} C[i][j] = 1, \forall i \in [0,mn)$$ \hspace{1cm} (1)

The second constraint is because only a limited number of ports from each ToR are connected to every CS, which is $\frac{m}{k}$. Thus, among all the $\frac{mn}{k}$ servers connected to one CS, only $\frac{n}{k}$ of them can be connected to the same ToR switch:

$$\sum_{x=0}^{m-1} \sum_{y=0}^{n-1} C[x \cdot n + i \cdot k + y][j] = \frac{n}{k}, \forall i \in [0,k), \forall j \in [0,m)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

The goal for traffic localization is to localize the inter-rack traffic within a pod as much as possible. Hence, the objective function is to maximize the total amount of localized traffic. Assume that the traffic demand matrix is $D^{[mn][mn]}$, which covers all the server pairs in a pod. Only when two servers are connected to the same ToR, $C[x][j] \cdot C[y][j] = 1$, so that the following equation shows the amount of localized traffic demand:

$$\text{Maximize: } \sum_{x=0}^{m-1} \sum_{y=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{m-1} C[x][j] \cdot C[y][j] \cdot D[x][y]$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

The goal for uplink load-balancing is to balance the load across all uplinks. Hence, we choose to minimize the maximum load of any uplink for the out-of-pod traffic. Assume that the out-of-pod traffic demand matrix is $U^{[mn]}$. The objective function is:

$$\text{Minimize: } \text{MAX} \left\{ \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} C[i][j] \cdot U[i] \right\}, j \in [0,m)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

2. Heuristic traffic localization algorithm for 1-CS RDC.

For RDC with only 1 circuit switch, the topology optimization problem will just become a graph partition problem. And the new objective function is that we want to partition the vertices (servers) in the graph into groups equally and let the edges (traffic demand) within the groups to be maximum. Assume the traffic demand is a graph $G = (E, V)$, where $V$ is the vertex set (i.e., servers) and $E$ is the edge set. The weight of an edge $e, w(e)$, is the traffic demand between the vertices. To simplify the computation, we do not distinguish the directions of traffic between a server pair, i.e., graph $G$ is non-directional. Our goal is to partition the graph into subgraphs of equal numbers of vertices such that the weighted sum of cross-subgraph edges is minimized. We require partitions of the same size because each ToR must connect to the same fixed number of servers. The balanced graph partitioning problem is NP-hard, but high-quality, efficient heuristics have been proposed in a library parmetis [78]. Thus, for the traffic localization problem, we can set the objective to maximize the edge weights inside each group and use the BGP method to solve it.

3. Heuristic uplink load-balancing algorithm for 1-CS RDC.

For RDC with only 1 circuit switch, the uplink load-balancing problem will also become a graph partition problem. Our formulation partitions $mn$ number of servers 1, 2, ..., $mn$ into $m$ subsets $S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_m$ such that each subset $S_j$ has exactly $n$ servers and the maximum cost of a subset, defined as $\max(\{c(S_j)\})$ is minimized, where $c(S_j) = \sum_{i \in S_j} U[i]$. Again, we require a balanced partition of the servers because each ToR must host the same number of servers. The problem is also NP-hard when $k > 2$ [51, 89]. We use the same high-quality and efficient heuristics, parmetis, to solve this problem by simply changing the objective function to balance the out-of-pod throughput for each group.
4. Heuristic traffic localization algorithm for multi-CS RDC. For RDC with multiple circuit switches, our heuristic firstly groups the servers under the same CS into \( m \) bundles equally and maximizes the traffic within each bundle, since all the servers within a bundle should be connected to the same ToR. After obtaining the bundles, for one CS, we only need to assign each of them to a different ToR switch, and the goal is to maximize the traffic demand among bundles under the same ToR switch. In total we have \( mk \) bundles, each bundle will be connected to one ToR switch, recorded as \( BC[mk][m] \). Moreover, the bundles can be used to calculate an aggregated traffic demand matrix \( BD[mk][mk] \). Thus, the simplified traffic localization algorithm can be presented as:

\[
\sum_{j=0}^{m-1} BC[i][j] = 1, \forall i \in [0, mk) \tag{5}
\]

\[
\sum_{x=0}^{m-1} BC[x \cdot m + i][j] = 1, \forall i \in [0, m), \forall j \in [0, m) \tag{6}
\]

Maximize: \[
\sum_{x=0}^{mk-1} \sum_{y=0}^{mk-1} \sum_{j=0}^{m-1} BC[x][j] \cdot BC[y][j] \cdot BD[x][y] \tag{7}
\]

5. Heuristic uplink load-balancing algorithm for multi-CS RDC. For the heuristic ULB algorithm, again the servers are grouped under the same CS into \( m \) bundles equally. And the objective function is to minimize the maximum out-of-pod traffic of each bundle. The idea behind this heuristic is that if each OCS gives balanced out-of-pod traffic to each ToR, then the total out-of-pod traffic from each ToR should also be balanced. The constraints remain the same. Thus, we divide the problem into many sub-problems, and each sub-problem focuses on the servers connected to the same OCS:

\[
\sum_{j=0}^{m-1} C[i][j] = 1, \forall i \in [0, mn) \tag{8}
\]

\[
\sum_{x=0}^{m-1} \sum_{y=0}^{\frac{n}{k}-1} C[x \cdot n + i \cdot \frac{n}{k} + y][j] = \frac{n}{k}, \forall i \in [0, k), \forall j \in [0, m) \tag{9}
\]

Minimize: \[
\text{MAX} \left\{ \sum_{r=0}^{\frac{n}{k}-1} \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} C[r \cdot n + i \cdot \frac{n}{k} \cdot s + i][j] \cdot U[i] \right\}, \forall j \in [0, m) \tag{10}
\]